
AMANDA 

JACKET

Yardage and Notions Needed: 

Your fitted Master Top Pattern- ALL jackets start with your Master Top Pattern

2 ½ Yards depending on the length of jacket you desire

1 Yard of French Fuse if only using in facing and collar

3 Yards of French Fuse if fusing the entire jacket

Buttons if desired 

Thread to match



Start with your Master Top pattern.  Make sure 

your fit is to your body and that it fits you to your 

comfort level!  There is an hour long video that 

comes with the pattern that walks you through 

measuring, sewing and tweaking

Create a jacket pattern.  Add ½” to 1” (depending 

on fabric being light to heavy) on side seams and 

underarm seams.  

Use picture as a reference

Add 1 ½” to center front.  Be sure to check your 

desired jacket length and then add 2” for hem 

when making the pattern.  Keep in mind that you 

will be tweaking as you go so if you have added 

too much it can be removed.  

Cut out of fabric using center front , center back 

and center of sleeve as your grain line

You will need 2 fronts, one back, 2 sleeves, 2 

front facing and one back neck facing.



CREATE FACING PATTERN

I am showing you how to 

create a front facing with 

jacket fabric instead of pattern 

ease so that you can see 

better.  BUT—make a jacket 

pattern and facing pattern from 

pattern ease

Be sure to mark it for knits or 

woven. 

Lay fabric (pattern ease) on 

top of your jacket front and 

trace off the neckline and 

shoulder line.  Decide how 

wide you want the facing at the 

shoulder edge using picture as 

a guide.  I make mine about 1” 

less than  the shoulder 

measurement. And 8” wide at 
the bottom.  

FRONT 

FACING

Make your facing 

8” or more wide at 

the bottom part

CREATE BACK NECK FACING PATTERN

Using the back of your jacket as a guide, trace off the neckline  and 

shoulder (matching the shoulder on the front facing ) and  draw a 

curve as pictured.

French Fuse both front facings and back neck facing.



Reminder:  French Fuse either entire front of jacket or area the facing will cover.  

French Fuse entire back neck facing. When I use pockets, I like to French Fuse the 

entire front.  French Fuse facing fronts and back neck facing.

Please watch videos on how to use French Fuse
https://vimeo.com/307940239

https://vimeo.com/420398656

If using woven fabric, serge around all the edges.

Sew shoulder seams of back neck facing and front facing together and shoulder 

seams of jacket together and press seams open.  Sew  both with ½” seam allowance.

Turn over about ¼” of the raw edge (shown in red) of  the facings for a clean finish

For a pattern, use an old shoulder pad or create one of your own by tracing the shape of 

the armhole after the shoulder has been seamed.  Curve as picture to about 2” away 

from neck edge as pictured.  

After Shoulder seam of jacket has been sewn, fuse shoulder pad in place as pictured. 

the armhole after the shoulder has been seamed.  Curve as picture to about 2” away 

from neck edge as pictured.  I like to use 3 layers of French Fuse  graded as pictured.

Once fused, trim any excess from armhole

https://vimeo.com/307940239
https://vimeo.com/420398656


Try on jacket and determine if you 

would like the neck edge trimmed. 

Take a really good look and keep in 

mind that  when you sew your collar 

on, it removes another ½”  You 

may not need to trim. I trim 

mine about ¾” for a more comfortable 

collar.  If this is your first jacket, 

BASTE the side seams  to determine 

if you need to remove any from the 

center front.  

Once shoulder

seam has been

sewn, and neck

trimmed if

desired,

measure neck

edge.  This

measurement

will be used to

make the

perfect fitting

collar.

Decide how much notch you want on your jacket  I make mine about 2”.  

Whatever your neck edge measures,  remove that amount on both sides.  

This will include your seam allowance.  Example:  Neck edge measures 22”  

Minus 4” for Notch and  seam allowance.  You will need your collar to 

measure 19” in length. 



Cut two pieces of fabric for collar.  French Fuse both
No pattern is needed because each piece of fabric may have a different measurement fo

the neck edge.  THIS is what makes the collar perfect because it fits the garment being 

made at the time!

Diagram for making the No Neck or Fonzie Collar

Using the example MEAUREMENTS

CENTER BACK
is 1 ¾ ”

Cut edge of length of collar would be 19”

Sides of collar are 4” 

Place collars right sides together 

and sew with ½”  seam allowance 

as pictured.  Turn and press



Mark center back.  Mark where notch should be and place end of collar at that 

point.  Collar will be sandwiched between jacket and facing.  I like to BASTE the 

collar to the jacket before I attach the facing.

Place facing on top of collar, right side to right side of jacket and stitch along the 

collar edge and down both fronts with ½” seam allowance.  Clip neck curve, turn 

and press.  Keep facing secured inside your jacket by gluing it in place with 

Steam-A-Seam



Sew sleeves in jacket according to the 

directions on the Master Top Pattern.  

Try on and tweak if necessary 

Sew sides and sleeve seams as one.  

Try on and tweak if necessary

Hem sleeves and bottom of jacket and ENJOY!!!
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